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Abstract: We have developed a randomized grating condenser zone plate (GCZP) that provides a
µm-scale probe for use in x-ray ptychography. This delivers a significantly better x-ray throughput
than probes defined by pinhole apertures, while providing a clearly-defined level of phase diversity
to the illumination on the sample, and helping to reduce the dynamic range of the detected signal
by spreading the zero-order light over an extended area of the detector. The first use of this novel
x-ray optical element has been demonstrated successfully for both amplitude and phase contrast
imaging using soft x-rays on the TwinMic beamline at the Elettra synchrotron.
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1. Introduction
In recent years coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) techniques have exploited the very high
brightness available at the latest generation of x-ray sources to provide high resolution imaging
capabilities that can recover the full complex wavefield on the exit surface of the sample [1, 2]. A
particularly successful approach has been x-ray ptychography [3], which can be considered a
hybrid of CDI and scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) that allows the imaging of
extended objects with a spatial resolution that is significantly better than the lateral dimensions
of the x-ray probe. This is particularly attractive for x-ray imaging, where it is technically
challenging and very expensive to produce high quality focusing optics that are capable of
providing lateral resolutions of better than a few tens of nanometers. Diffraction patterns are
recorded from overlapping areas of the sample, and iterative algorithms allow simultaneous
retrieval of amplitude and phase information about both the illuminating probe and the wavefront
on the exit surface of the sample [4–7]. The redundancy in the data fed into these algorithms
enhances the speed and stability of their convergence towards consistent reconstructions of the
complex amplitudes, and this has led to algorithm variants that can also determine accurately
the probe positions on the sample [8, 9]. Increasing the diversity of the illuminating probe’s
amplitude or phase has been found to improve the quality of image reconstructions in diffractive
imaging, both from empirical observations [10, 11] and from a theoretical perspective [12–15].
In ptychography it is essential that there is significant overlap between adjacent illuminated
regions of the sample. This is typically ∼ 60% of the probe linear dimensions [16], but other
sampling strategies can also be used [14,17,18]. A large number of probe positions may be needed
when scanning with a small probe, so it can be helpful to use a relatively large probe, to enable
extended sample areas to be surveyed with a modest number of probe positions. Ptychography can
be used successfully with a variety of different probe shapes [19], and the probe can be defined
by an aperture, or by a focusing element. In the case of an aperture the zero-order signal on the
detector, arising from light that has not been diffracted by the aperture, scales with the square
of the aperture area, so large apertures significantly increase the dynamic range of the detected
signal, which is not well matched to the capabilities of many 2D x-ray detectors, particularly at
soft x-ray wavelengths where charge-coupled devices (CCDs) are commonly used [20, 21]. The
difficulties caused by a relatively large dynamic range can be tackled in a number of ways: by
using an axial beam stop or attenuator to reduce the zero-order signal [22–25], by merging the data
acquired using short and long exposure times [3, 26], or by accumulating the signal from many
short exposures [27]. Introducing a diffuser into the beam path to enhance the phase diversity has
the beneficial effect of spreading the diffracted signal over a larger area of the detector, thereby
reducing its dynamic range [28–31]. The use of a focused probe can also reduce the dynamic
range of the signal landing on a far-field detector, as the diverging beam downstream of the focal
plane spreads the zero-order signal over an extended area of the detector. Simply defocusing a
small probe is therefore one way to form a larger spot from an existing high-resolution focusing
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element, although then the shape of the probe will clearly vary with the chosen defocus. In this
paper we describe the first use of a novel form of phase-randomized grating condenser zone plate
(GCZP) that can produce micron-scale x-ray probes with an enhanced and well-defined phase
diversity, and much higher signal throughput than the combination of a probe-defining aperture
and an x-ray diffuser that has previously been used in x-ray ptychography [30].
2. Experimental setup
GCZPs for x-rays were developed [32,33] to produce locally homogeneous illumination of the
sample plane in a transmission x-ray microscope (TXM). As shown in Fig. 1, a GCZP is an
approximation to a conventional Fresnel zone plate (FZP). An FZP consists of concentric annular
zones with a decreasing radial spacing between successive zone boundaries. A GCZP, with inner
and outer radii that are the same as for the FZP, is generated by replacing the annular zones
with concentric polygonal shells whose sides form the inner edges of a set of linear gratings, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Within each shell the grating periods are chosen so that the positive first-order
diffracted beams are all directed to overlap one another on the optical axis at the same focal
distance as the FZP in Fig. 1(a). For a GCZP of the type shown in Fig. 1(b), the individual
gratings are all square and the same size, so that they make equal contributions to the total signal
in the focal spot. When illuminated by a coherent plane wave a conventional FZP produces a
focal spot that is similar to an Airy ring pattern [34], with a width proportional to the outermost
zone width, whereas the GCZP generates a focal spot whose diameter is determined by the size
of the individual gratings. The linear gratings do not focus the beams, but diffraction from the
square aperture of the gratings does broaden the beams before they overlap in the focal plane.
The GCZP shown in Fig. 1(c) is a modified form of that in Fig. 1(b), in which the individual
grating positions have all been randomized. The angular start position of each shell of gratings
has a random offset added to it and each grating has a random radial offset up to a maximum of
one period of that grating. The net effect is that the randomized GCZP produces a focal spot
similar to that of the regular GCZP, except that there is a random phase term associated with
each of the diffracted beams contributing to the focal spot. The randomized GCZP thus provides
a means of generating a focused x-ray probe with a well-defined level of phase diversity, set by
the number of gratings in the GCZP pattern.
The TwinMic end-station at Elettra has both STXM and TXM modes of operation [35, 36].
For ptychography measurements, the STXM system controls the alignment of all the optical
elements upstream of the sample, and the scanning of the sample stage through the x-ray beam.
For the results reported here the scan path took the form of an Archimedes spiral where the
a) b) c)
Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams showing a) a conventional Fresnel zone plate with the two
innermost zones blanked, b) a grating condenser zone plate with inner and outer radii that
are the same as for the Fresnel zone plate in (a), and c) a similar grating condenser zone
plate to that shown in (b), but with randomized grating positions. In all three parts of the
figure, black denotes areas that are transparent, and white shows areas that are opaque.
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TXM camera sample OSA GCZP
source
pinhole
Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the setup used for ptychographic imaging on the TwinMic
beamline at Elettra. The source pinhole was 50µm in diameter and located about 2m
upstream of the GCZP, the TXM camera was located about 685mm downstream of the
sample plane. The GCZP had a 60 µm diameter central stop on its upstream side, and an
order-selecting aperture (OSA) of 20 µm diameter was placed on the optical axis about 6mm
downstream of the GCZP to ensure that only the convergent first-order diffracted beams
could reach the sample plane.The sample was a further 2 mm downstream of the OSA. The
GCZP produced a focal spot ∼ 6 µm diameter on the sample.
radial distance r from the pattern center was r (θ) = gθ/2pi, normally with g = 2 µm. Aperiodic
patterns such as this help to avoid artifacts associated with rectangular raster scans [37], and can
improve the quality of the ptychographic reconstructions [38]. Diffraction data were recorded
at regular intervals of g along the path length, starting at the center of the spiral. To cover a
square 24 µm × 24 µm scan field with 2 µm steps between scan positions, the spiral scan used
143 scan positions, while a conventional raster scan with the same step size would require 144
positions. The camera normally used for TXM imaging recorded far-field diffraction patterns
for each point in the ptychography scan. This camera was a Princeton Instruments SX1300/TE
back-face CCD detector located at a distance L = 685mm downstream from the sample. The
CCD is suitable for direct x-ray detection at energies up to ∼ 800 eV, and a single readout cycle
from the CCD produces 16-bit image data with a maximum of 1340 × 1300 pixels on a 20 µm
pitch. The ptychographic datasets consisted of single scans of the sample field. Because of the
limited dynamic range of the CCD detector it was operated in “accumulation” mode, which
meant that there were a number of readout cycles from the detector at each scan position, with
signal being accumulated after each readout. The number of readout cycles and the exposure time
per cycle were constant throughout any one scan, so the overall exposure time was the same at
each point in the scan. The exposure time per cycle was set to ensure that no CCD pixels would be
saturated by the zero-order signal during the exposure time for that cycle. Thin, weakly absorbing
samples would require quite short exposure times within each cycle, whereas longer exposure
times were used for strongly absorbing samples. A small number of accumulation cycles could
be used for strongly scattering samples where the diffraction signal could build up quite quickly,
but weakly scattering samples would require a larger number of accumulation cycles to achieve
reasonable statistics for the diffraction signal. Depending on the sample transparency, there were
typically between 4 and 10 readout cycles at each scan position, with only a single CCD frame
of accumulated data being recorded for each scan position. The overall exposure time per scan
position is the product of the single-cycle exposure time and the number of accumulation cycles,
and was typically in the range 3 s to 4 s. The data from each CCD frame were binned by a factor of
2 in each direction to give effective pixel areas of ∆2 = 40 µm× 40 µm, and cropped to 512× 512
pixels before reconstructions were carried out. The binning improved the signal-to-noise ratio of
the diffraction data, reduced the readout time for each CCD frame, and reduced the array sizes
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needed when computing the ptychographic reconstructions. The image resolution is determined
by the angular extent of the diffraction data, and so it was not compromised by the binning
operation.
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Fig. 3. a) A schematic showing the design of the randomized GCZP fabricated by Zone-
plates.com. b) The signal distribution produced by the GCZP on the TwinMic CCD detector
at a photon energy of 650 eV, in the absence of a sample. c) Ptychographic reconstruction
of the probe amplitude distribution and (d) the probe phase distribution in the plane of the
sample. e) A plot showing the average amplitude profile across the probe for the 25 rows of
pixels within the dashed lines marked on (c). f) The amplitude distribution in the plane of the
GCZP, obtained by back-propagating the complex probe upstream from the sample plane.
The optical setup used for ptychographic imaging with a randomized GCZP is shown
schematically in Fig. 2. The design for a randomized GCZP suitable for use in ptychographic
imaging on the TwinMic beamline is shown in Fig. 3(a). There are a total of 383 gratings located
in 5 annular shells between an inner diameter of 60 µm and an outer diameter of 94 µm, with each
grating occupying a 3 µm × 3 µm square field. The grating periods range from ∼ 520 nm for the
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inner shell down to ∼ 365 nm for the outer shell, and were chosen to give a focal length of 8mm
at a photon energy of 600 eV. The overall area of the gratings in this pattern is approximately half
the area of a 94 µm diameter disc. Patterns based on this design were fabricated in 236 nm-thick
tungsten film on a 100 nm-thick silicon nitride support film by Zoneplates Ltd [39]. A central
stop of 60 µm diameter on the upstream side of the GCZP was used in combination with an
OSA of 20 µm diameter that was placed on the optical axis about 6mm downstream of the
GCZP to ensure that only the convergent first-order diffracted beams from the GCZP could
reach the sample plane. With binned CCD pixels of size ∆ = 40 µm, the linear over-sampling
ratio at a photon energy of 650 eV (λ = 1.9 nm), with a probe size P = 6.3 µm, is given by
λL/2P∆ = 2.6. An over-sampling ratio ≥ 1 is usually considered sufficient for successful
ptychographic reconstructions, but this constraint can be relaxed in some circumstances [17].
3. Results
Figure 3(b) shows the signal distribution produced on the CCD in the absence of a sample. If
a pinhole aperture of diameter P had been used instead to define the probe, the central lobe
of the Airy diffraction pattern from the aperture would have illuminated an area of diameter
∼ 2.44λL/P on the CCD, where L is the distance to the detector and λ is the illumination
wavelength, whereas both the GCZP and the FZP described above will spread the diverging
cone of illumination downstream from the focal plane over an annulus on the detector with outer
diameter λL/dN . The ratio of the annulus area to that of the central lobe of the Airy pattern is
(P/2.44dN )2 /2 ≈ 68 when P = 5 µm and dN = 176 nm, so the use of a focusing element to
form the probe will spread the undiffracted light emerging from the sample plane over a detector
area almost 70× larger than that illuminated when a simple probe-defining aperture is used, an
important consideration when using detectors such as CCDs.
Ptychography scans of the Siemens-star test pattern shown in Fig. 4(a) allowed a reconstruction
of the probe wavefront incident on the sample using the ePIE algorithm [5] with the object update
parameter set to α = 0.5. Initial ptychographic reconstructions of the test pattern started with a
uniform circular disc as the probe guess, and this led to reasonable first estimates of the probe and
sample. Subsequent reconstructions of the test pattern then used the first estimates of probe and
sample as the starting conditions: for the first few tens of iterations only the probe was updated,
and thereafter both the probe and sample estimates were updated to get the final reconstructions
of the complex probe and sample transmittance.The amplitude of this wave is shown in Fig. 3(c),
while Fig. 3(d) shows the corresponding phase reconstruction (without phase unwrapping), from
which we can infer that the randomized GCZP has successfully produced a high level of phase
diversity. The pixel size in the probe reconstructions can be calculated as λL/ND∆ ≈ 65 nm,
where ND = 512 is the number of (binned) pixels along one edge of the square CCD frames used
in the reconstructions. The localised intensity variations within the the central lobe of the probe
amplitude resemble a speckle pattern, and mean that it is difficult to estimate the probe size from
a single line profile. Figure 3(e) plots a line profile formed by averaging over 25 rows of the image
that lay between the two dashed lines in Fig. 3(c). This profile shows that the GCZP produced a
focal spot of diameter 6.3 µm on the sample, as measured by the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) value. For comparison, a conventional FZP with an outer diameter of 94 µm and the
same focal length as the GCZP should have an outer zone width dN ∼ 176 nm, and this would
produce a diffraction-limited probe size ∼ 1.22dN ≈ 215 nm in its focal plane. Figure 3(f) shows
the calculated wave amplitude after propagating the complex probe back upstream to the plane of
the GCZP. The Fresnel algorithm [40] was used to propagate the retrieved wave upstream, as
this algorithm is suitable when dealing with beams that converge or diverge between the two
planes. There is a reassuringly strong resemblance between the design shown in Fig. 3(a) and
the reconstructed pattern in Fig. 3(f). However, as the upstream propagation involves a beam
that diverges towards the GCZP plane, the effective pixel size of this reconstruction is calculated





























































































Fig. 4. a) A schematic of the test pattern design that was etched into a 150 nm-thick tungsten
film on a 100 nm-thick silicon nitride support film. Ptychographic reconstructions show b)
the phase and c) the amplitude of the sample transmittance for the test pattern at an x-ray
energy of ∼ 650 eV, with the blue line on (c) marking where line profiles were taken along
an open spoke. The overall exposure time for each position in the ptychography scan was 3 s.
d) A close-up view of the region highlighted by the yellow square in (b), with the red line
marking where line profiles have been taken from the amplitude and phase reconstructions.
to be 523 nm, which is larger than the largest grating period present in the GCZP, so it is not
possible to resolve individual grating features. It is also unclear whether the orientation of the
reconstruction is the same as the design shown in (a), since this depends on how the GCZP was
mounted in the TwinMic chamber.
Scans of the test pattern in Fig. 4(a) were carried out at 650 eV over a 24 µm × 24 µm scan
field with a scan step of 1.5 µm and an overall exposure time of 3 s at each scan position. The
linear over-sampling ratio was 2.6, and the pixel size in the image reconstructions was again
65 nm. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show the phase and amplitude reconstructions of the Siemens-star
test pattern shown in Fig. 4(a). The pattern was etched into 150 nm-thick tungsten film on a
100 nm-thick silicon nitride support film. The blue line on Fig. 4(c) shows where line profiles
were taken radially inwards along an open spoke in the amplitude and phase reconstructions, and
these profiles are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and (b).
Table 1 shows a comparison between the measured amplitude and phase transmission values
in Fig. 4(e) and the values expected at 650 eV using the semi-empirical values for x-ray optical
constants tabulated by Henke et al. [41]. The values in the open spoke areas are consistent with
free space, suggesting that the silicon nitride support film has been completely removed from
these extended open areas during fabrication of the pattern. This is often found to occur when
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Fig. 5. Line profiles showing a) the amplitude transmission and (b) the phase taken radially
inwards along the blue line shown in Fig. 4(c). The dashed lines show the mean values of
the signal in the high and low regions of these profiles. c) A plot showing the amplitude
(blue stars) and phase signals (red circles) sampled along the red line shown in Fig. 4(d).
The solid lines are quartic spline curves fitted to the sampled data, and are intended only as a
guide to the eye.
the same test pattern includes both high-resolution features and quite coarse structures etched
into relatively thick tungsten films, since the etching conditions needed to achieve good aspect
ratios for the high-resolution features are sufficient to remove exposed silicon nitride support
membrane from the coarse structures [42]. The mean transmission values in the absorbing film
outside the spoke are in good quantitiative agreement with those expected for 150 nm of tungsten
on top of 100 nm of silicon nitride.
Table 1. A comparison of measured and expected transmission values at 650 eV for the test
pattern shown in Fig. 4. Expected values are based on tabulated values of soft x-ray optical
constants [41].
Amplitude Phase (radians)
Measured Expected Measured Expected
Open spoke 0.99 ± 0.03 1 0.00 ± 0.04 0
150 nm tungsten +
100 nm silicon nitride 0.25 ± 0.01 0.26 −2.53 ± 0.08 -2.56
A magnified view of the banner that forms part of the “Research Complex at Harwell” logo is
shown in Fig. 4(d), and the red line on this figure indicates where line profiles were taken across
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the fronds of this banner to get an estimate of the spatial resolution achieved in the ptychographic
reconstructions. The signal profiles are plotted in Fig. 4(f): the solid lines are obtained by a
quartic spline fit to the marked points and are intended only as a guide to the eye. These profiles
straddle 4 periods of the frond pattern, and show that a period of ∼ 280 nm can be resolved
in both the amplitude and phase reconstructions, corresponding to feature sizes (half-period
resolution) ∼ 140 nm. If the diffraction data were restricted to the angular extent of the brightfield
cone landing on the detector, the reconstructed images should be able to resolve spatial periods of
order λ/θc ∼ 350 nm, where θc is the half-angle of the brightfield cone produced by the GCZP,
so the measured resolution suggests that the useful diffraction data extends some way outside the
brightfield cone shown in Fig. 4(b), but does not extend to the edge of the CCD detector. The
resolution reported here is broadly similar to that previously reported by other CDI measurements
on the TwinMic beamline [30, 43].
A careful inspection of the phase image in Fig. 4(b) shows that, for sample features where there
are relatively large open areas, such as the radial spokes, the sharp boundaries of the tungsten film
appear to be displaced slightly towards the tungsten film, when compared with the corresponding
edge positions for the amplitude image in Fig. 4(c). The open spokes thus appear slightly wider
than their amplitude counterparts, but it is not clear that this is due to a difference in resolution: if
the edge profiles in Fig. 5(a) and (b) are overlayed, the edge sharpness is seen to be the same for
both amplitude and phase. The edge shifts themselves are quite small, typically corresponding to
about 1 pixel of the reconstructed images (∼ 65 nm) for the test pattern images) and so are well
below the estimated image resolution.
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Fig. 6. Ptychographic reconstructions at a photon energy of∼ 500 eV of a) the logarithmically-
scaled amplitude and b) the phase of the transmission function for an assembly of polystyrene
spheres that are 1.09 µm in diameter, supported on a thin holey carbon film. The exposure
time for each position in the ptychography scan was 4 s.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show further examples of successful amplitude and phase reconstructions,
this time from a more weakly absorbing object that is perhaps more typical of the samples often
studied by soft x-ray microscopy. The setup used for the polystyrene spheres was the same as
for the test pattern, except that the incident photon energy was reduced to ∼ 500 eV, requiring
a proportional reduction in the distance from the GCZP to the sample. The overall exposure
time at each scan position was 4 s, the scan field was 24 µm × 24 µm with a scan step of 2 µm.
The probe size at the GCZP focus is independent of the energy and was again 6.3 µm, while
the linear over-sampling ratio increased to 3.4. In this case, the initial estimate of the complex
probe was based on that found from the reconstructions of the test pattern. These images show
small assemblies of 1.09 µm-diameter polystyrene spheres supported on a thin holey carbon film,
with the individual spheres clearly resolved, as the sphere diameters are about 7× larger than the
half-period resolution estimate. There is no significant difference in resolution between the two
images; the most obvious difference between them is that the amplitude image is noisier than the
phase image, and this is related to the complex refractive index n = 1 − δ − iβ for polystyrene.
The ratio δ/β = 3.6 at 500 eV (assuming a typical composition (C8H8)n for polystyrene), so
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the phase signal should be stronger than the amplitude signal. The spatial resolution in these
reconstructions should also be similar to that found for the test pattern in Fig. 4 although the
polystyrene spheres may not scatter as strongly as the tungsten test pattern, so the angular extent
of measurable diffraction data may be smaller.
Clearly, to achieve higher resolution reconstructions from either the tungsten or polystyrene
samples it is necesary to increase the angular extent of the diffracted light that contributes to
the reconstructions. For example, the use of longer signal dwell times may have allowed weak
signals closer to the edge of the detector to contribute to the reconstructions. Moving the CCD
closer to the sample plane would concentrate the scattered beams on to fewer detector pixels
and this could help to raise some weaker signals above the detector noise level, but mechanical
constraints of the TwinMic microscope meant it was not practicable to move the CCD detector
any further upstream.
4. Discussion
It is worth noting that the regular GCZPs first produced for use in a TXM [32] were significantly
larger than the ones reported here: the individual gratings were approximately 50 µm × 50 µm
square within polygonal shells that lay between an inner diameter of 500 µm and an outer diameter
of 1mm. Our much smaller randomized GCZP patterns fit comfortably into a single drawing field
for an electron beam lithography system, and the minimum feature sizes ∼ 180 nm are readily
produced.
The relatively small outer diameter of the GCZP pattern ensured that it could be illuminated
coherently on the TwinMic beamline without sacrificing too much flux, and that it was comparable
to the size of the random pinhole arrays used as x-ray diffusers for previous ptychography
measurements [30]. However, the GCZP allows a much larger fraction of the light illuminating it
to contribute to the x-ray probe. Consider, for example, a GCZP of diameter D with a central
stop occluding a disc of diameter γD, where γ < 1. Ignoring the small opaque spaces between
active polygonal shells, a fraction
(
1 − γ2) η1 of the light incident on the GCZP can contribute to
the probe signal, where η1 is the first-order diffraction efficiency of the individual gratings. On
the other hand, a probe-defining aperture of diameter P collects only a fraction (P/D)2 of the
light falling on a random pinhole array of diameter D. Choosing P = 5 µm, D = 100 µm, and
η1 = 0.1 shows that the GCZP will illuminate the sample with about 30× more signal than the
combination of a diffuser and a pinhole aperture.
A conventional Fresnel zone plate with the same outer diameter D, the same central stop
diameter γD, and the same diffraction efficiency, would direct the same fraction of the incident
light into the first-order focus as the GCZP, so the two forms of zone plate will have similar
benefits in terms of the overall signal throughput. Both the GCZP and the FZP will spread the
diverging cone of illumination downstream from the focal plane over a similar area of the detector,
so they will produce the same beneficial reduction in the dynamic range of the detected signal.
However, the FZP produces a diffraction-limited probe size ∼ 1.22dN ≈ 215 nm in its focal plane
that is much smaller than the ∼ 6.3 µm probe produced by the GCZP, so the required step size in
ptychography scans would be proportionately smaller, resulting in longer scan durations if the
exposure times at each scan position are kept the same. In principle, the exposure time could be
reduced in direct proportion to the reduction in the area of the probe, so that the overall x-ray
exposure of the sample is the same for either the large or small probe, but there are a number of
practical difficulties with this approach. For example, the probe sizes discussed above imply that
the exposure time for the smaller probe should be reduced by a factor of (6300/215)2 ≈ 860,
resulting in exposure times that are very much smaller than the readout time of the CCD, and
may even be smaller than the CCD controller is capable of providing. In addition, the total signal
in each CCD frame will be reduced, and the number of frames to be processed will be increased,
by the same factor, resulting in a very large volume of much noisier data. A recent analysis by
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Jacobsen et al. [44] has introduced a useful parameter known as the “ptychographic resolution
gain”, Gp, which is a ratio defined as the probe diameter divided by the reconstructed image
pixel size. In the notation used in the present paper, Gp = PND∆/λL. Ptychography with a
conventional FZP at focus corresponds to a small value of Gp, whereas ptychography using a
GCZP corresponds to a large value of Gp. For the conditions used to acquire the test pattern
data in Fig. 4, Gp ≈ 100. Under certain conditions, optimised setups with either large or small
values of Gp can be shown to produce the same volume of diffraction data for the ptychographic
reconstructions. There are some advantages in using a setup with a small Gp, but a setup with
a large Gp is desirable when thermal noise and readout noise are present in detectors such as
CCDs, and where significant time overheads are associated with the collection of the diffraction
data, as is the case with the setup we have described on the TwinMic beamline.
Apart from its large Gp value, the other desirable features of the GCZP probe are its enhanced
phase diversity arising from the contributions of a large number of random elements, and the local
speckle-like variations of the probe amplitude that will broaden the spatial frequency spectrum
of the probe. The FZP probe size can be increased by defocusing the FZP to produce a setup with
large Gp: in this case a defocus of ∼ 540 µm would produce a spot with ∼ 6.3 µm diameter at
600 eV. The intensity distribution in the defocused FZP probe will be less uniform than at focus,
giving a desirable increase in the spatial frequency spectrum of the probe, but it will lack the
randomized phase produced by the randomized GCZP. One advantage that does remain with the
FZP is that it can always be switched back into a setup with a small Gp, or even be used in a
conventional scanning x-ray microscope. However, a high resolution FZP is considerably more
challenging to fabricate, and is likely to be much more expensive as a result.
The FZP could also be used in conjunction with a random diffuser to increase the phase
diversity, but at soft x-ray energies this additional element in the beam path will reduce the overall
signal throughput, since there will be significant absorption of the beam by the diffuser. For
example, at 600 eV, a diffuser consisting of random holes etched into a silicon nitride membrane
will have an optimum thickness of ∼ 540 nm with a hole area density ∼ 30%, and such a diffuser
absorbs ∼ 56% of the incident intensity. For soft x-ray applications in particular, it is thus more
efficient to use a single randomized GCZP to achieve the desired combination of benefits rather
than to use a separate FZP and a diffuser. This philosophy was also manifest in the design of
other forms of diffractive optical elements for x-ray applications [45–48].
In this paper we have not made an explicit comparison between the quality of ptychographic
reconstructions achieved with different levels of phase diversity in the probe illumination, as
the benefits of enhanced phase diversity have already been explored in other publications, both
theoretically [12, 13, 15] and experimentally [10, 11, 28–31]. A recent analysis of alternating
projection (AP) algorithms [49] used in ptychography includes numerical simulations that compare
the performance of ptychographic probes produced by a small circular lens incorporating an
axial beamstop (analgous to the use of FZPs in x-ray microscopy) with the performance of a
band-limited random (BLR) lens. The BLR lens consists of an annular aperture within which the
phase of the illumination takes random values, and where the amplitude is adjusted iteratively to
produce a circular focus spot. Their analysis shows that the use of the BLR lens, in conjunction
with the use of “phase synchronisation” methods to generate initial guesses that are fed into
the reconstruction algorithms, can lead to significant improvements in the convergence of both
AP and relaxed averaged alternating reflection algorithms [50]. While we have not repeated
the analysis for the case of a randomized GCZP, Figs. 3(b), (c) and (d) show there are strong
similarities between the probe produced by the GCZP design reported in this paper and the probe
produced by the BLR lens described in [49], so we believe that similar benefits could well be
associated with the use of a randomized GCZP in ptychography.
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5. Conclusions
The results in this paper show that randomized GCZPs can be used successfully to produce
µm-scale probes for soft x-ray ptychography, and to deal with some widely-recognised practical
difficulties when collecting ptychographic data. The GCZP produces a probe with a high
ptychographic resolution gain Gp and this form of optical element is well suited to soft x-ray
ptychography measurements that rely on charge-integrating 2D detectors such as CCDs. The
GCZP provides a significant increase in signal throughput compared to the use of a probe-defining
aperture (whether or not this is combined with a separate phase-randomizing component), it
spreads the light that is undiffracted by the sample over an extended detector area, and provides
control over the phase diversity, since the number of gratings in the GCZP pattern determines the
range of phases present in the probe. The randomized GCZP design is relatively straightforward
to fabricate, so it offers an attractive and cost-effective option as a probe-forming optical element
for ptychography measurements on the TwinMic beamline at Elettra and elsewhere.
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